Understanding
g and
contributing to the scientific
literature
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Organization of the Literature
● Primary
○ research reports
 Original work, data heavy

● Secondary
S
d
○ review articles
 Overview of a primary literature focused on one topic
 Still data heavy and for established scientists

● Tertiaryy
○ academic texts
○ popular magazines or books
 Review a topic for the general public or lay-scientists

Primary Literature
● Reports of original research
○ methods used to collect data
○ data analyzed
y
and summarized
 graphs
 tables
 figures

● Relevance and conclusions fully supported by
citations of other primary literature (or secondary)
● Peer reviewed
● Authors pay journal for publication ($$$$)

Secondary Literature
● Review of recent research
○ reprint published tables or figures—no original data
○ original
g
diagrams
g
or schemes

● Relevance and conclusions fully supported by
citations of primary literature and some other
secondary literature
● Peer reviewed
● Author invited by journal, Don’t have to pay!

Magazine articles
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Methods not fullyy described
Data and analysis not provided
Conclusions usuallyy from author;; not data
Few citations allowed in trade mags
No citations usually allowed in popular mags
Not peer reviewed
Author paid by magazine
Easy to read

Magazines listed on course site
“J
“Journal
l Li
List””
● Specialized audience
audience, tech or trade
○ Chemical & Engineering News
○ The Scientist
○ Modern Drug Discovery

● General
G
l audience
di
○ Popular Science
○ Discover
○ National Geographic

Peer Reviewed Literature
● Science abstract,
abstract intro
intro, results & discussion
discussion, references
references, methods described
in figure legends and endnotes

● Nature short, timely, important research presented as “Letters” include a
figure and no more than 10 references

● PNAS abstract, intro, methods, results and discussion
● Major Society Journals
○ American Chemical Society
○ American Society for Microbiology
○ American Society for Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology
gy

Components of a Research Article
● Abstract
○ Summarizes the RESULTS of the study in 1 paragraph

● Introduction
○ Gives background into the topic
○ Tells the reader why the work is worthwhile and tries to convince
them to read on
○ Authors must SELL their work

● Methods
○ Experimental
E
i
t l procedures
d

● Results
○ Reports the results of the experiments
○ NO interpretation (some authors are bad at this)

● Discussion
○ Interprets
te p ets tthe
e results
esu ts

● Conclusion
○ Summarizes the entire article in 1-2 paragraphs

Components of a Research Article
● All journals have their own way of naming
and organizing the basic sections
○ Science,
Science Nature
Nature, Angewandte Chemie
Chemie, etc
etc.
 No sub-sections
 Abstract and main text only
 LOTS of info in the supplementary info.

○ Full JACS articles,, Biochemistry,
y, etc.
 All sections present

● For Assignment #2 we will use “Accounts
Accounts
of Chemical Research” format

How to Read a Research Article
1.
1
2.
3
3.
4.
5.

Abstract
Introduction
C
Conclusions/Discussion
l i
/Di
i
Results
Experimental

● This is out of order, but sometimes makes
articles easier to understand

Writing a Research Article
● Methods
○ past tense description of data collection—not a protocol

● Results
○ past tense description of outcome; analysis and summary of
d t
data—not
t raw data
d t

● Discussion
○ conclusions supported by evidence of your data and other
people’s
people
s work

● Introduction
○ enough context to make audience care about the hypothesis,
problem statement,
statement solution
○ SELL the product, i.e. the research

● Abstract
○ 150 to 250 word summary of hypothesis,
hypothesis methods
methods, results
results,
conclusions

Writing a Review
● Must have an organizing principle, focus, or “So
So
What?” factor. What are you presenting?
○ Method Acc. Chem. Res. 2003, 36, 453-461
 Several different or complementary discoveries made using
one method or technique

○ Model Acc.
Acc Chem
Chem. Res
Res. 2004,
2004 37,
37 405
405-415
415 or Class Acc.
Acc Chem
Chem. Res
Res.
2004, 37, 431-438

 Development and predictive power of a current model,
proposed mechanism or classification of compounds

○ Innovation Acc. Chem. Res. 2005, 38, 146-156
 Development and future applications of an innovative
compound
d or experimental
i
t l ttechnique
h i

Accounts of Chemical Research
“In short critical articles,, this unique
q and p
popular
p
journal offers an easy-to-read overview of basic
research and applications chemists need to know
about covering all areas of chemistry and
about,
biochemistry.”
“Contributors to Accounts of Chemical Research
are active, recognized investigators usually writing
about their own work. Articles describe current
developments, clarify controversies, and link the
latest advances with past and future research.
research ”

Accounts of Chemical Research
● Length
○ Manuscripts are limited to 6,000 words including the
text, references (including article titles), author
names,, and biographical
g p
sketches

● Abstract
○ At the beginning of each paper, there should be an
abstract
b t t that
th t is
i approximately
i t l 75
75-100
100 words
d iin llength
th
describing the scope and focus of the article
○ One concise p
paragraph
g p that summarizes the entire
paper
○ Can’t summarize what is not yet written
 Write the Abstract last

Introduction
● Persuade the audience that your topic is
i
important
t t and
d iinteresting
t
ti
● Provide context and support from primary
and secondary sources
○ No unsubstantiated claims
○ Must cite precedence for ALL claims
 Unless common knowledge

● State your organizing principle
○ Presenting
g a new method? Model? Innovation?

Body
● Review the topic
○ You should have already convinced the
reader that the topic is worthwhile
○ Give the most important and up-to-date
up to date info
related to that topic

● Present examples from the primary
literature to support your principle
○ Cite them!!!

● Illustrate the examples by borrowing one
figure per case
○ Better if you can re-make rather than borrow

Conclusion
● Summarize the examples
○ 1-2 paragraphs

● Suggest future directions
○ There are ALWAYS future directions

Your assignment
● Double
Double-spaced
spaced with 1”
1 margins on all
sides
● About 10 pages or 3
3,000
000 words
● One page in 12 pt Times New Roman will
contain
i approximately
i
l 300 words
d
● One page in 12 pt Arial will contain about
280 words.

Your topic
● Subject
● Focus or organizing principle
● Perspective,
P
ti
or “S
“So Wh
What?”
t?”
● Who Cares? if you don’t, your reader
won’t

Your writing
● Make an outline
○ Helps to organize you thoughts
○ An outline is required for this assignment (No Exceptions)

● Use headers in the text like outline
○ Abstract, Introduction, etc.
○ Often used in reviews
○ Usually not allowed in primary literature

● Use SUB-headings
g to help
p organize
g
main sections
○ Help to separate and organize the large sections
○ Especially helpful for the body
○ Usually not allowed in primary literature

Your writing
● Use the most informative word
○ And as few as possible

● Stay focused on the organizing principle
○ Do NOT repeat yourself within a section (Intro, body...)
 Some repetition between sections is expected

● Write in 3rd person (not we, I, etc.)
● Don’t
D ’t overuse pronouns
● Support your points with paraphrases or direct
quotations
t ti
off your references
f
○ In science, direct quotations are RARE

● A rough draft is not required
required, but HIGHLY
recommended

PLAGIARISM / Falsifying Data
"use or close imitation of the language
g g and thoughts
g
of another
author and the representation of them as one's own original
work.“*

• What’s
Wh t’ th
the bi
big d
deal?
l?
o Scientific discovery is a trust based system
o Plagiarism and falsifying data undermines the WHOLE
system

• Consequences of Plagiarism
o Re-doing the assignment, Zero-grade on the assignment,
Academic misconduct charges,
g
Expulsion
p
*in Stepchyshyn, Vera; Robert S. Nelson (2007). Library plagiarism policies. Assoc of College & Resrch Libraries. p. 65

Larger Consequences
● Jan Hendrick Schön
○ Worked in condensed matter physics
○ Published multiple Science and Nature papers in one year

● Data turned out to be re-used
re used
○
○
○
○

Axis labels were changed, but noise was identical
Raw data was missing?!?
O i i l samples
Original
l were d
destroyed?!?
t
d?!?
Results could not be re-produced!!!

● Aftermath
○
○
○
○

Schön’s career is effectively over
Banded from serving as a reviewer, applying for funding, etc.
Fired
Ph.D. revoked
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Hendrik_Sch%C3%B6n

Larger Consequences
● Global warming controversy
○ Scientists “selectively” published data
 Nothing was falsified (as far as we know)

○ Evidence of global cooling was hidden or deleted
○ Mathematical “tricks” were used to improve the look
of the data

● Aftermath
○ Huge blow to global warming supporters
○ Public backlash against global warming
g
○ Public distrust of scientists in general
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/nov/24/hiding-evidence-of-global-cooling/

Avoiding Plagiarism
● CITE YOUR SOURCES
● NEVER copy and paste from your sources
1.
2
2.
3.
4
4.

Read your sources to get the main idea
stop looking at the source
summarize from memory
cite

Avoiding Plagiarism
• Verbatim
The protein environment provides not only a means to overcome the large (.1 eV)
reorganization energies of Cu complexes in aqueous solution, but also the limited
range of E attainable by free Cu ions under physiological conditions (200 mV).

• Selected passages/maintaining original sentence structure
Proteins provide a means to overcome the large reorganization energies of Cu
complexes in aqueous solution, and the limited range of E attainable by free Cu
i
ions
under
d physiological
h i l i l conditions.
diti

• In both cases, proper acknowledgement is not given

Avoiding Plagiarism (Fixes)
● Direct Q
Quotes – use q
quotes and cite
“The protein environment provides not only a means to overcome the large (.1
eV) reorganization energies of Cu complexes in aqueous solution, but also the
limited range of E attainable by free Cu ions under physiological conditions
(200 mV).” (1)

• Paraphrase
p
entirely
y and cite
While the reorganization energy of most synthetic copper complexes is large
and attainable redox potentials are limited, proteins compensate for this by
tuning the environment around the metal. (1)

• Paraphrasing is ALWAYS prefered

1) Marshall, N.M. et al Nature 462, 113 (2009).

